
See? Good things arrive in threes. 
Setting up your Canon SELPHY SQUARE QX10 
is super easy and you just need to do it once! 

Step 1: Download SELPHY Photo Layout app on mobile device
Step 2: Launch app & select printer (your SELPHY SQUARE QX10)
Step 3: Scan QR Code (on your SELPHY SQUARE QX10)

Product colour availability varies by country and region.

This document is for information only and the contents are subject to change without 
notice. Errors and omissions excepted. Images are simulated. Weight and dimensions 
are approximates. Nothing in this document should be construed as a warranty. 
Product/Service options, name and availability may vary by region. We expressly 
disclaim any liability or contractual obligations with respect to this document. 
Canon and SELPHY, among others are trademarks of Canon Inc. and/or its affiliates. 
Other names, marks and logos contained in this document may be the registered 
trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners.

* Album storability predicted value calculated based on Digital Color Photo Printer 
 Stability Evaluation (JEITA CP-3901) standard, in 23oC and 50% humidity.
‡ Overcoat layer protection may vary based on external conditions. Warranty exclusions apply.
~ Battery replacement by user is not possible.
◊ List of apps that support SELPHY Photo Layout app is not exhaustive. Please update to the  
 latest SELPHY Photo Layout app to ensure compatibility.
∞Measurement conditions: room temperature, measured from start of the printing operation 
 until print delivery is completed.

^ Charged with a charging cable. Actual charging duration may stretch up to four hours for 
 batteries that are: fully discharged, charging for the first time, unused for a long time.
∆ Auto Power On/Off can be selected with SELPHY Photo Layout app.
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1: Select

Layout
10 types

Photo position
4 types

2: Edit 3: Print Let the colours of life last 100 years*

Printing cherished moments is really that
easy with the SELPHY Photo Layout app.

Easy Like 1 2 3!
Select. Edit. Print. That’s it!

CONSUMABLE: COLOUR INK/LABEL SET XS-20L

20 sheets
72 x 85 mm paper size
Integrated colour ink cassette/sticker label set
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CANON SELPHY SQUARE QX10 SPECIFICATIONS

Colours     White Black                Pink

Printing Method Dye-sublimation thermal transfer

Gradation 256 shades per colour

Resistant to Dirt  Yes (overcoating)‡

and Water Droplets 

Printing Speed Approx. 43 sec∞

Connectivity with Wi-Fi
Smart Devices

Print Resolution 287 x 287 dpi

Paper Type Sticker Label Set (XS-20L)

Dimensions Approx. 102.2 x 143.3 x 31.0 mm
 (excluding the projecting parts)

Weight Approx. 445 g (excluding ink cassette/label)

Paper Feed Capacity 10 sheets

Battery | Charging Time Rechargeable battery | approx. 120 min^ 
 (via USB Micro B terminal)

Auto Power Off Supported (approx. 10 min)∆

Printing Size  Aspect ratio (1:1)
 Maximum 68 x 68 mm
 Default 65 x 65 mm
 Print sizes may be adjusted with 

SELPHY Photo Layout app

0219W809



Recollect Your Life’s
Best Moments

Every photo you take, is a precious moment 
you have just captured, forever. But why let these 
treasures be buried somewhere deep in a device
where they rarely see the light of day? 

Print them with Canon SELPHY SQUARE QX10 and 
keep these cherished memories closer 
to your heart for life!

Long Live the Prints  

Protect what you love. SELPHY’s overcoat layer
helps photos achieve an album storage lifespan
of up to 100 years*. This overcoat not only gives 
photos a glossy finish, but also protection from
damaging elements such as water, dust, oil and
gas‡—helping your beautiful memories live 
through generations.

Compact & Fits Just Right  

Light and compact, the SELPHY SQUARE QX10 
is easy to carry around! 

And with Wi-Fi connectivity and built-in rechargeable
battery~ that can be easily recharged using a powerbank.

Simplicity is beauty. With square print formats
and aspect ratio of 1:1, your photos look 
stylish and pleasing to the eye because they 
are naturally balanced. Perhaps that’s why
the square format is so widely used today, 
even on social media!

What’s more, SELPHY SQUARE QX10 
prints your photos on label paper, which can 
be peeled off and used as a sticker! 
Think about all the fun, useful, and amazing 
things you can do!

Reproduce the beautiful. Canon SELPHY SQUARE QX10’s
dye-sublimation technology allows easy reproduction
of your digital images at up to 256 gradations per dot for 
high quality continuous tone output, eliminating graininess
while maintaining high colour saturation. After all, keeping
colours vivid and expressing your photos as faithfully and 
superbly as they were captured is all that matters. 

True-to-Life Prints

Printing with Canon SELPHY SQUARE QX10 is so much 
fun, especially with the SELPHY Photo Layout app.
Get creative with photos by creating your own style! 
You can easily do that by using a combination of 
photo layouts, photo positioning, filters, stamps, 
overcoat effects and photo frame options available 
in the app. You can share your creations with others, 
via apps that support SELPHY Photo Layout app 
(e.g. Instagram, Gmail, LINE◊). 

The possibilities are endless! 

Select a Filter
Add Stamps

Overlay a Pattern Choose Photo Frame
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 Your Photos, Your Rules


